The Material World

Quentin Cooper : Who's who recently listed James Watson as one of the ten most influential Americans of the last century. The only other people on the list still alive being computer whizzes Bill Gates and Steve Jobs. His and Francis Crick's Nobel Prizewinning work on DNA's double helix structure remains on of the defining moments in science. But reading Watson's new book about his life which follows the years after the DNA breakthrough in 1953,when he was just 24,you get a self portrait of Watson far removed from your typical detached and dedicated scientist.
His sister worried he would never adapt successfully to the world of ordinary people. He was a hypochondriac,scared of being draughted because he was unfit to the point of not being able to do one push up,and when not agonising over his largely quiescent love life - he worried about his shortcomings in chemistry and mathematically deficient brain.
The Nobel Laureate,recipient of 22 honorary degrees and future head of the National Centre for Human Genome Research,also emerges as a practical joker,fond of writing spoof letters to august scientific publications,absconding with experimental lobsters and attacking his students with a water pistol.But he did once spend a romantic night in Scunthorpe!
James Watson your books called "Genes,Girls and Gamov",the Gamov being your friend the Russian theoretician who you worked with on RNA,but as well as the alliteration is that title also a ranking of your priorities? Was it genes first,girls second or the other way around?

James Watson : Yeah I had .....dividing men into two categories those who think about women 90% of the time,and those who think about them 99% of the time,and I guess I've succeeded because it's about 90%.

Quentin Cooper : So that's....well done..so that frees up that vital 10% ...!!

James Watson :  You know,and 10% you know,well used,you can get a lot done!

Quentin Cooper :  The odd Nobel Prize if you're lucky,yes. You come across,in this book,as someone whose,maybe then and maybe now,with very little deference to the scientific establishment,is that important? I mean scientists even however exalted they were,they had to earn your respect.

James Watson :   Yeah,my feeling,you know then,and I was 25,is people of 50 were dull,and  now I'm 73 and I find of people 50 very dull still!
You know,they think they know something,the big guys make mistakes all the time and when you're young you somehow think "well they wouldn't be in that position if they weren't really pretty bright and.."

Quentin Cooper : But there's also an element isn't there that once you get into a field and you become a big guy,you maybe the expert in a very small area and it maybe hard to have that overview that you have at 24 when you can come in and go "well why can't we do it that way?"

James Watson :   Yes.

Quentin Cooper : Now you say right at the start of this book that the chase for DNA structure was an adventure story in the best sense,now is that just how it seems now,because you know the results or back then,did you know that you were hot on the trail of something that was going to change everything?

James Watson :   Yeah,not to the extent that it has,I mean we could have ever.....but it was gold out there.

Quentin Cooper : Probably more gold than you realised?

James Watson :   Yes.

Quentin Cooper : And that point,was there a moment,I mean you think of scientific research as being gradual progress,of eliminating dead ends,
[I thought that was hairdressing - LB]
but was there a moment when you thought "we've got it"?

James Watson :   Yeah,no on a Saturday morning,February 28th 1953,went from zero to the answer. We found the base pairs and realised you know,the chain ran in two directions - that was it.

Quentin Cooper : You didn't think "I think we might have it" - you knew? It all made such sense that you were confident?

James Watson :   Well the structure I built had the chains running in the opposite directions,and that was predicted by the X-ray data of Roselyn Franklyn. She didn't know it at the time that her data said that,but Francis did. So it predicted something that we hadn't put into it,we hadn't used that in building the model.
Also at the end of the day we said well this is a structure which we know how we can copy DNA,we just use base pairing and we'll do it,and it was so pretty that,virtually everyone...you know provided they had some interest in it-liked it,you weren't arguing,you know with people saying "I don't believe it"
 [No, because that kind of incredulity is innappropriate to those who understand why something ought to work -LB]
It just seemed to pretty not to be true. [So aesthetic judgement - which presumably was based on a mathematical aesthetic was used -LB]
I think that was it.

Quentin Cooper :  How did you youthful egos cope with this - this knowledge that you've done something important,that nobody else has done,and that there was a chase,which you'd beaten other people to barely?

James Watson : Well you know,I don't want to say in a sort of flippant way,my reaction - maybe now I can get a girlfriend! You know that now seemed the important thing!

Quentin Cooper :  You say flippantly that you thought it might help you get a girlfriend,so this begs the question,if you'd have got a good girlfriend before you'd done this work,might you have been sufficiently distracted not to have pursued DNA with such vigour?

James Watson : Yes. So I think it was lucky that the only women were out in Newnham and Gurnham,you never saw them and...

Quentin Cooper :   So unwittingly the Cambridge college structure contributed to the advance of....

James Watson : Yes. I think it did.

Quentin Cooper :  ....biological sciences.

James Watson : Yes.

Quentin Cooper :   If not your own personal biological experiences!

James Watson :    D'you know I'm glad you know that at time there were no women in Cambridge,you know. But of course,you know, if I hadn't one...

Quentin Cooper :    And did it have the desired effect afterwards,once you were..once girls realised quite who you were?

James Watson :  No I don't think..no.  

Quentin Cooper :  Disappointment.

James Watson :  We weren't pop stars.

Quentin Cooper : So instead you had to go back to science and you worked on RNA,which was the next..

James Watson :   Yes you wanted to know how the information in DNA was use to specify the order amino acids and proteins. Proteins are made in the cytoplasm,DNA's in the nucleus and not in the cytoplasm. So the information had to be taken out by a molecule,and we knew there was RNA,we didn't know what it's function was,so even before we'd found the double helix I had a little piece of paper above my desk which said DNA goes to RNA goes to Protein and that was then the sort of slogan which dominated us for the next 15 years you know,after the double helix. But the central focus really was on RNA,so I realised you know, you had to move on to RNA,and it turned out we couldn't get good X-ray diagrams of RNA,and never did during that period of time,and afterwards when they had purified RNA molecules,they finally got a structure,and now people get RNA structures all the time once they had purified ones.

Quentin Cooper :  It is worth saying of course that the stage we're at here - and people may forget  - but this is molecular biology's a very new science,that we haven't got these computers sitting on desktops where you can play around with different chemical groupings, you're actually physically building three dimensional models?

James Watson :  Yes,threw them up,yes so we never had a good,you know,I tried lousy ideas about RNA which you know for a couple of days I thought might be right. But that three years between 53 and 56 I didn't do anything important. Anything I did was a couple of minor papers which didn't solve anything.

Quentin Cooper :  This impression you get there's something not so much Watson-like as Holmes-like in that you can have long periods of thorough investigation and then you'll suddenly have a conversation with somebody or a paper will come through,or it will be just some blinding flash of insight and you're hot back on the trail again.

James Watson :   I think that's the way it goes when you're really at the frontier,then you know,if you get a really powerful analogy like we have for sequencing DNA,or you know, rearranging DNA molecules,recombinant DNA tricks, then in a way you can just generate data,you know without thinking,and some of the data you generate will turn out to be exciting. In those days we didn't have any powerful technologies ,we couldn't read DNA molecules,we didn't know the sequence,so seemingly nothing would happen and then something would happen,whereas today,people have big labs and something happens everyday,you can say "well it's minor",but it's been worth doing.

Quentin Cooper :   But you also get the idea from your book that people were happy to go across fields,you'd have Richard Feynmann coming in,your friend ,and occasionally kind of going "Well what about this?" and then he'd go back to working on mesons or whatever and Geo Gamow who was a physicist by training,he would kind of send you these long letters with little bits scribbled in the margins and full of ideas. This idea that it was fair game for anybody to have a crack at?

James Watson :  Yeah,because it was a very small world. The DNA was there and so more people were moving in and knowing...this was almost bound to be exciting.

Quentin Cooper :  And also isn't there a case that we all know we need to know about DNA, whereas a lot of us don't know we want to know about RNA. DNA is that celebrity molecule.

James Watson :  Yeah,well now in science RNA is you know,there is an RNA society.

Quentin Cooper : And you had your RNA tie club of course...

James Watson :  Yeah.

Quentin Cooper :  ...newly formed.

James Watson :  But you know,George sort of gave out the membership,so it wasn't as if you know there were 20 members keen about RNA,most of them were keen about something else.So...

Quentin Cooper : I should mention that these were 20 members that were each assigned one of the amino acids as their little tie clip now,yes.

James Watson :  Well yes,yes.

Quentin Cooper : And I also notice on the official notepaper which you've got the copy of letters from in your book,there are officers and titles,and you're listed as "optimist" and Francis crick as is listed as "pessimist"...

James Watson :  Yes.

Quentin Cooper : Does this define your working relationship?

James Watson :  No,no it was because I thought that amino acids would line up on the surface of RNA molecules,Francis said no and had his adapter theory idea. So Francis was the pessimist and I was the optimist. Now you could say I was the goose,you know, I was wrong,they didn't line up that way.

Quentin Cooper :  So what was working relationship like with Francis Crick?

James Watson :  You know I try to define it by saying he treated me like a younger brother. So you know he wasn't father - we weren't equals - so I was 12 year old...12 years younger brother,you know which constantly needed some advice.

Quentin Cooper :  Right so,advice and occasional bullying perhaps. But you also talk about his writing and say that there was a paper that you'd seen by him that was full of kind of flamboyant Crick-isms that needed to be eliminated and they were,you know,there were other things that you needed to kind of take out of his style. So clearly you had a role in curbing his behaviour as well.

James Watson :   I don't think I ever curbed Francis! You know when Francis has some idea,it's hopeless to try and argue with him - he's a strong minded individual. Better for him to think,and since I don't think as well....

Quentin Cooper :  Oh you've still got the kid brother mentality here have you?

James Watson :  Yes.

Quentin Cooper :  He's the big thinker,you're the kid brother helping him along are you?

James Watson :  Yes,yes...(indistinct).

Quentin Cooper :  But you also sound like that as well in your book,you're talking about when you are working on your RNA problems,these are mere children's games,compared to the adult dilemmas that your friend Richard Feynmann and others were addressing in terms of particle physics?

James Watson :  Yes,yes.

Quentin Cooper :  So you tend to think that you kind of,you weren't right at the kind of most intellectually arduous areas,or is that just an element of false modesty creeping in here?

James Watson :   Yeah,in those days there was so little known,you know finding the double helix was more saying there was gold in that direction,than you know,walking along that path,you were bound if you walked along that path to get the answer. Whereas some things you just had to have a very strong factual background or skills as a chemist or skills as a physicist or something. Whereas I think you know,if I have any really professional skills they are more as a writer than they are as a scientist.

Quentin Cooper :  Well you've spent years working on DNA,you're president of the Cold Harbour  lab on Long Island,you were director of the National Centre for Human Genome Research,you've written half a dozen books,clearly though it is going to be DNA that you will be principally remembered for,is that what you would like to be principally remembered for or is it for crafting good sentences.

James Watson :   Well,I don't have a choice!

Quentin Cooper : Yeah.But if you did?

James Watson :    As a writer.Yeah. Because I guess when I was very young,my father had great respect for writers and we had lots of books in the house,and these were the people he respected. So I get enormous pleasure from reading a good magazine article.

Quentin Cooper : One final question,and a slightly flippant one. Given what you've said about the relationship with Crick about being - he's the sort of big brother - how come it's the Watson -Crick DNA double helix and not the Crick-Watson? [Perhaps Quent you're into Chirality again (see world 46) -LB]

James Watson :  That was a flip of the coin,which I say at that point,I always felt my name should be first,really because I was the one who got Crick interested in it. So you know I was the one who said "There's gold out there" - well he needed no convincing,but he always had something to work on ,whereas I had nothing to do - I didn't want to do protein crystallography - it was DNA or nothing else - so you know,during that last couple of weeks I was still building the model,but then when the base pairs happened,at that moment Francis took over building the model! He saw the chains should run in the opposite directions. I found the base pairs,you know so that day both did something important.

Quentin Cooper : Yeah,I think you did! Jim Watson,Professor James Watson to be formal about it,many thanks ,and "Genes,Girls and Gamov" is out now in hardback at £19,as is a new paperback edition of his "A passion for DNA" at £9. Those details along with other information about what we've covered today and the hard to resist opportunity to hear the entire programme again are all available at our webpage. Go to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 all one word with the four as a number,and you'll find Material World in the list of regular programmes.
Next week you may think that the left hand and the right hand being out of synch is just a problem you get with large organisations,but it goes right down to a molecular level,and we'll  be looking at why understanding handedness in molecules can help with everything from designing new drugs to finding life on other planets.

